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Theory
1 The volume of displaced water is exactly the same as the volume of 

the solid. 

2 1 ml = 1 cm3

3 density =   mass ______ 
volume

  

Method
1 Record the mass of an irregular shaped object using the beam 

balance.

2 Partially fi ll the measuring cylinder with water, so that when the 
object is added the object will be completely under the water, but 
the water will not overfl ow. Record the volume of water in the 
measuring cylinder. 

3 Add the object carefully to the water so that the object is completely immersed. If the object is 
not completely immersed then use a pencil to push the object just under the surface of the water 
without putting any of the pencil in the water. Record the combined volume of the water and object.

4 Determine the density of the object. 

Results

Object Mass of 
object/g

Volume of 
water/ml

Volume of 
water and 
object/ml

Volume of 
object/ml

Density of 
object/g/cm3

Conclusion 
1 List the objects in order of increasing density.

2 Compare the densities of your objects with the densities given on page 17 of your textbook for some 
common materials. Can you identify which material these objects are made from?

3 Compare the density of your object with the density of water (1 g/cm3). Did the solid sink 
or fl oat? Why?

1.5 Density of irregular shaped objects

Equipment:
� Non-porous objects with irregular shape each attached 

to a string e.g. stone, irregular shaped piece of metal 
(large bolt)

� Beam balance

� Pencil to push the object under water, if necessary
� Measuring cylinder
� Water

Aim: Determine the density of objects using the water displacement method.

increase
in level
gives
volume
of solid

1000 cm3 1000 cm3




